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Application for ESIG Enterprise System Award: NH Mosaic Parcel Map
A. System
1. Name of System & ESIG Category
New Hampshire Mosaic Parcel Map System – Enterprise System
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2. Executive Administrator Authorization Letter
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3. Summary of Systems Accomplishments and Exemplary Facets
The New Hampshire Mosaic Parcel Map Program (“Mosaic”) represents the most update‐to‐
date and integrated land records system in the country. Containing Parcel boundaries, a 40+
attribute Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (“CAMA”) database, weekly registry of deeds
feed, real estate transfer tax returns and forms, and in 2014 Municipal budget and
appropriations data. Mosaic is truly state of the art.
This application is submitted in partnership with the University of New Hampshire
Technology Transfer Center (“T2”) with whom DRA has cooperatively completed the project.
The Mosaic Parcel Map Project began in December of 2009 with an 18 municipality pilot
project. The goal of the pilot project was to determine the feasibility of compiling a mosaic
parcel map and linked Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal data set from a variety of taxing
jurisdictions around the state. The pilot project collected, processed, and combined over
115,000 CAMA records, showing the feasibility of a statewide mosaic parcel map project.
In April of 2010, DRA and T2 entered into a full‐scale Mosaic Parcel Map Project agreement
that would continue until July 2013. During that time four (4) editions of Mosaic (annual
data updates) were produced accounting for over 2,113,369 parcel records and 3,323,880
CAMA records. The 2013 edition of the Mosaic Parcel Map is complete and the project team
is preparing for the data solicitation for the 2014 edition set to begin in August 2014.
As part of Mosaic a modernized GIS based Property Tax Equalization web application was
developed that is currently used by all 235 taxing jurisdictions and Department of Revenue
Equalization staff (over 300 active users). The application links Real Estate Transfer Tax
Forms, Real Estate Transactions (from registry of deeds), parcels, and CAMA data. Through
the use of this new system DRA has reduced their equalization staffing by 25% and is still
able to complete their equalization duties 12% quicker than in previous years.
Mosaic is currently integral to operations at ten (10) state agencies, nine (9) regional
planning commissions and over 70 of the municipal taxing jurisdictions. Because of the
projects success DRA and T2 have partnered again to add municipal warrant article drafting,
budgeting, appropriations, and property tax rate setting to the Mosaic platform to enable
more cost savings at the state and local levels.
Mosaic has been featured in New Hampshire Town and City Magazine (March 2011) and
IAAO Fair and Equitable Magazine (February 2013). In 2012 Mosaic was designated a bright
idea by the Harvard Kennedy School Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation.
The Mosaic project was featured in the keynote presentations at the 2013 URISA / IAAO GIS
& CAMA Conference (Albuquerque NM) and 2013 URISA GIS Pro (Providence, RI).
4. User Testimonials
Three user testimonials are provided in Appendix A of this document Testimonials are from:
George Lemay – Right of Way Supervisor, NH Dept. of Transportation
Mike Stanley – GIS Manager, NH Dept. of Environmental Services
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Linda Kennedy – Equalization Manager, NH Dept. of Revenue Administration

B. Jurisdiction:
1. Name of Jurisdiction
State of New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration (“DRA”)
2. Population Served by Organization/Agency
DRA serves the state of New Hampshire with a population of approximately 1.3 million
3. Annual Total Budget for Jurisdiction
Total Annual Budget for DRA is approximately $15 Million.
4. Chief Appointed Official Information
Commissioner John T. Beardmore
NH Department of Revenue Administration
109 Pleasant St.
Concord, NH 03301
5. System Contact Information
DRA Project Contact
Stephan Hamilton
Director, Municipal & Property
Division
109 Pleasant St.
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 230 5960
Stephan.Hamilton@dra.nh.gov

UNH T2 Project
Contact
David Salzer

UNH T2 Project
Contact
Patrick Santoso

Director of Projects

Director of Operations

33 Academic Way
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862 3114
dsalzer@unh.edu

33 Academic Way
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862 4209
psantoso@unh.edu

C. System Design
1. Motivation for System Development
The administration of the statewide property tax both in terms of review of municipal
assessments and conducting annual real estate transaction analysis (equalization) were the
primary motivators at DRA. Other state agencies were in favor of the Mosaic because of the
many benefits a statewide parcel layer would bring to their agencies. User agencies include; the
departments of: Environmental Services (Pollutant Tracking), Transportation (Right of Way
Analysis), and Safety (Disaster Recovery & Emergency Management).
In 2009 Stephan Hamilton (Director of Municipal and Property) and then Commissioner Kevin
Clougherty were both new to DRA having previously worked together at the City of Manchester,
NH in the assessing and finance offices respectively. Clougherty and Hamilton were accustomed
to utilizing Manchester’s GIS in their daily operations and were surprised to discover that the
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state did not have a comparable system. They immediately began the process of securing the
necessary funds and began forming a project team including UNH T2 who had the necessary
technical, marketing, and public relations skills required to complete the project. UNH T2 also
brought the important component of relationships with municipal officials through its 25 year
history in the state.
2. Services Intended to Be Improved By the System
Disaster Recovery: In the wake of the 2008 Deerfield, New Hampshire Tornado which damaged
property in multiple counties and towns it became apparent that DRA needed to improve its
ability to respond to disasters with respect to real property. Following the tornado DRA was
asked to generate a list of all properties in the disaster zone and their total assessed values. At
that time without Mosaic it took DRA two weeks to respond to the request, which was
determined to be an unnecessarily/unacceptable response time.
Property Tax Equalization: DRA is statutorily required to determine the market value of all real
property on an annual basis (property tax equalization). This process is conducted through a
detailed analysis of “arm’s length” real estate transactions that occur within a given time period.
In 2001 DRA began working with a private company that provided a DOS based equalization
system that was used by all municipalities and DRA. The system had a number of limitations
including an inability to handle simultaneous users, limited functionality, and extensive down
time during working hours.
Property Tax Administration: DRA is statutorily required by statue to oversee all assessing
conducted at the local level. A statewide parcel layer enables DRA to view all local assessment
and parcel information in a single system. This streamlines the need to perform site visits, and
process data ad‐hoc.
Abutter Notification & Right‐of‐Way Analysis: Prior to the Mosaic Pilot Phase, The New
Hampshire Department of Transportation (“DOT”) expressed that the Mosaic data set would
allow them to conduct corridor studies, and notify project abutters without performing site
visits.
Comparable Sales and Unique Property Valuations: The Mosaic data set contains a four (4) year
transaction history and a complete inventory of property records in the state. This system is
used by state and local assessors to locate comparable sale properties, value unique properties,
and to identify common ownership across local boundaries.
3. Unexpected Benefits
Broadband Mapping: Mosaic data was used to support the New Hampshire Broadband
Mapping (“NHBBM”) initiative being conducted by UNH GRANIT in concert with nine (9) regional
planning commissions. The information yielded by theming the parcel information by land use
was invaluable to the NHBBM initiative.
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E‐911 Addressing: Mosaic data is used by the Department of Safety’s (“DOS”) E‐911 bureau in
concert with their existing data and systems. The ability to see parcel boundaries alongside the
addressed pinned road centerline file is invaluable to DOS and State Police.
ROW Management: The DOT uses the Mosaic data extensively in its Right of Way bureau for
abutter notifications and land information abstraction. Being able to abstract ownership
information around new projects and determine total valuation for proposed highway corridors
greatly reduces the labor requirements during the project planning phases.
Environmental Notices: The Department of Environmental Services (“DES”) has been able to
merge Mosaic data with their environmental contaminates layer to generate owner notification
of contamination greatly improving public safety, departmental efficiency, and environmental
quality.
Improved Data Correlation: Within the Extract Transform Load (“ETL”) process CAMA records
which do not have a matching Parcel Map record and Parcel Map records which do not have a
matching CAMA record(s) are identified. Algorithms within the ETL process attempt to rectify
these errors which are termed: “link errors”. Any link errors which are not resolvable by the ETL
process are reported back to the local data maintainer. While the project does not mandate the
local data maintainer makes changes to resolve these link errors, many communities have
voluntarily improved their data connectivity resulting in a statewide link error rate of less than
2%.

4. System Design Problems
CAMA/Map Software vendor/system changes: Each year a number of municipalities switch
CAMA systems, re‐number their parcels, or upgrade their parcel mapping systems. These
changes usually require a complete rebuilding of the ETL process that was designed for that
community. On average, eight (8) municipalities have some type of change that results in a
rebuilt ETL process. It was anticipated in the beginning of the project that a smaller number of
changes would be made each year. Changes in the County Registry of Deeds systems have also
resulted in ETL process modifications.

5. Differences from Other Similar Systems
Integration of Deeds: While other states have statewide parcel initiatives, the NH Mosaic is the
only program which incorporates and geo‐locates every real estate transaction directly from the
ten (10) county registries of deeds. The weekly FTP data stream allows municipal officials to
download electronic records of all transactions within their jurisdiction for automated inclusion
into their assessing software. It also lets municipalities balance their equalization workload
throughout the year instead of only working on sales validation at year end. Additionally this
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data stream allows DRA provide statewide real estate statistics including monthly foreclosure
totals and administration of the Real Estate Transfer Tax.
Integration of Real Estate Transfer Tax Forms: Through Mosaic, E‐file PDF forms have been
developed which contain a secure link to the Mosaic database. Taxpayers filling out their Real
Estate Transfer Tax Returns and Declarations search for the property being transferred and
potential results are returned to the user. The user can then select the correct record, which
embeds the properties unique GIS ID into the form data. This enables declarations and tax
returns are automatically geolocated and pinned to both the parcel and the transaction.
Integration of Property Tax Equalization: Mosaic is unique in the fact that it completely
integrates the property tax equalization process with the Mosaic Parcel Map. Real estate
transactions are systematically geolocated through the municipal validation process and
displayed spatially for state and sharing pool users.
Authoritative & Current Data: Unlike other states which have completed statewide parcel
aggregation projects DRA is committed to updating all parcel map and assessments files from
each of the 235 municipal taxing jurisdictions minimally once a year. Because of the projects link
to equalization many jurisdictions provide monthly data updates.
Data Sharing: DRA goes beyond traditional data sharing methodologies to maximize the utility
of the Mosaic data set to the state and local governments. Many other states provide copies of
project data as the only method of sharing. DRA conducted meetings with state and local
governments to determine the best possible way of sharing the data to ensure it was fully
utilized. The result of the meetings was the identified need for many different forms of data
sharing. To meet these needs DRA makes the data available in hard copy, web viewer, and web
mapping services to ten (10) state agencies, nine (9) regional planning commissions and over 70
of the municipal taxing jurisdictions. The data streams are updated monthly to ensure each data
user has the most current information available.

D. Implementation
1. Development Phases
Phase 1: Pilot: In December of 2009 DRA began to investigate the possibility of a statewide
CAMA and parcel layer through a pilot project. The pilot project contract required the
aggregation of fifteen (15) municipal parcel map and CAMA data sets, a basic investigation of
equalization statistics and an investigation of automated deed data feeds. The pilot project was
Version: Final
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completed in April of 2010 with an eighteen (18) municipality aggregated data set that included
132,000 parcels and 159,000 CAMA records.
Phase 2: Full Scale Development & integration of Equalization: In April of 2010 the Mosaic
Parcel Map moved from a pilot project to a full scale project. The 30 month initiative was to
create three (3) editions of a statewide aggregated parcel map and build a custom property tax
equalization system. The property tax equalization system development was completed in
September of 2012, ready to be used for the 2012 equalization year
Phase 3: Ongoing Maintenance & Enhancements: In July of 2013 the Mosaic moved from the
development phase to maintenance. Maintenance includes the continued operation of the ETL
processes developed for municipal and county data and updates to software to enhance the
user experience. Table 1 details the number of records collected per phase and addition of
Mosaic. Parcel data collection for edition 4 is still underway.
Mosaic Records Collected and Integrated by Phase and Edition
Phase
Edition Data Type
Towns
Records
CAMA
18
159,537
Pilot
1
Parcel
18
132,222
CAMA
177
570,335
Full Scale
1
Parcel
168
389,704
CAMA
226
670,144
Full Scale
2
Parcel
221
565,890
CAMA
235
683,277
Full Scale
3
Parcel
208
523,248
Maintenance

4

CAMA
Parcel

235
214

689,215
530,999

Table 1: Data Collection and Phases

Figure 1 below shows the increasing speed of data collection throughout the course of the
project. It should be noted that the difference in parcel numbers year to year is a result of
certain communities not generating updated parcel maps for that year, or not having any
records that changed.
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Figure 1: Data Collection Rates

2. Modifications to the Original System Design
Municipal Sharing Pool: The initial goal of mosaic was to combine parcel and CAMA files from
235 local taxing jurisdictions into one standardized statewide dataset for use by state and
county government. The demand and utility for Mosaic at the municipal level was
underestimated. In response to numerous requests the team added a voluntary sharing pool.
Municipalities who entered into the sharing pool can add their data to the communal data pool
shared among participating municipalities. Sharing pool participants have access to a
customized online map viewer which allows them to easily search for comparable unique
properties and sales. It also provides a view into comparable taxing jurisdictions to examine
valuations and gather evidence to use in appeals cases.
Redesign of Transfer Documents: With the new focus on automated data streams in the
property tax equalization and assessing administration operations at DRA it was quickly decided
that the real estate transfer tax returns and forms should be redesigned. The redesigned forms
would be able to provide more detailed and usable data. In addition to restructuring and
clarifying the form content, the process included numerous technical improvements. The
addition of 2D barcodes embedded with form information was leveraged to integrate with the
DRA high speed scanning solution. Multiple real estate transfer tax forms were integrated into a
single entry point to minimize data duplicate data inputs. An E‐file version of the real estate
transfer tax forms was also developed which allows users to geo‐code their returns with a
simple integrated address lookup. For the users benefit the address look up pre‐fills map‐lot and
acreage information and imbeds the GIS Parcel ID into the metadata of the form.
Municipal Budget, Appropriations, and Tax Rate Setting Module: Due to the success of the
Mosaic Equalization application, DRA elected to extend the program to include the entire tax
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rate setting process. The application is currently being developed and will make budgetary and
town meeting information available in a geospatial format as part of the Mosaic Data set.
Real Estate Transfer Tax Administration Module: An advanced querying system was built to
allow for the administration of Real Estate Transfer Tax. The querying tool allows users to
leverage inputs from the equalization process and custom defined criteria. For ease of use
queries are save‐able and transferable to other users.

E. Organization Impact
1. System User Community
Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal and Property Division: The Municipal and Property Division utilize the system
for numerous tasks. The field staff performs assessment reviews each year which
require access to CAMA data. Having the ability to access CAMA data in Mosaic
minimizes their need to visit municipalities; process data ad‐hoc saves DRA time and
resources. The Equalization staff uses the Mosaic system in concert with the
Equalization platform to validate municipal sales verification inputs. Abutter sales,
multi‐parcel sales and multi‐town sales can be verified through Mosaic. Administrators
use the system to verify field activities, work on flood plain reimbursement projects and
other atypical activities.
Audit Division: The audit division utilities the system for a number of practices including
identifying land owners, researching real estate transfer tax and other practices which
are not publically disclosable.
Collections Division: The collections division utilizes the system to verify site visits,
determine land owners and other practices which are not publically disclosable.
Department of Safety
Emergency Operations Center: The emergency operations center utilizes Mosaic during
operating hours. Operating hours are during natural disasters, man‐made disasters and
other large scale events (NASCAR weekend). The system is utilized to identify property
owners whom may be at risk or impacted by an event.
E‐911: The E‐911 operating center utilizes Mosaic source data together with their own
advanced GIS information to provide a more robust view of property in the state.
Mosaic data provides a deeper level of information than exists through the E‐911
address pinned road centerline file.
Department of Resources and Economic Development (“DRED”)
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DRED utilizes Mosaic information in the Forest and Lands division which works with land
owners and the public with respect to timber harvesting. The ability for them to access
owner information eliminates the need to drive hours for a single land owner visit.
Department of Agriculture (“DOA”)
DOA uses the Mosaic to track owners whom may be impacted by agricultural issues like
the Emerald Ash Borer which is an invasive species. The ability for DOA to identify land
owners makes the notification process much easier.
Department of Environmental Services (“DES”)
DES utilizes the parcel information in numerous divisions for a variety of tasks. Building
bathroom counts are used to estimate nitrogen loads in surface water. Land owners are
identified for well head protection, water quality issues and impervious surface studies.
Regional Planning Commissions
The nine regional planning commissions in New Hampshire utilize Mosaic for corridor
studies, growth analysis and broadband mapping.
Municipalities
All of the 235 municipalities utilize Mosaic data through the Equalization system.
Roughly half of the municipalities participate in the sharing pool which allows them
access to each other’s information parcel maps and CAMA data.
2. Affected Decisions, Operations, & Services
Property Tax Equalization: The new Mosaic equalization system provides an unprecedented
view of sales related information including parcel maps, CAMA, deeds, and buyer and seller tax
returns and forms. This data‐centric compilation of information when coupled with the
integrated GIS viewer allows DRA staff to make better informed decisions related to
determination of arms‐length‐transactions. The DRA sales validation user interface is shown in
figure 2.
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Figure 2: DRA Integrated Sales View

Each year all sales information is uploaded to Mosaic as a sales ratio layer, giving local and state
assessing officials a useful tool to determine potential areas of under or over assessment or
areas of increased sales or foreclosure activity. Figure 3 shows properties which transacted
during the equalization period (October 1, 20XX – September 31, 20XX+1). Properties are
shown shaded by their equalization ratio (equation 1) with the ratio shown in black in the center
of the parcel as a label (parcels which have not transacted display their map‐lot number in red).
∗ 100
Equation 1: Ratio Calculation

Ratios which are below 100 indicate the property sold for more than its assessed value. Ratios
which are greater than 100 indicate property sold for less than its sale price. The sales in figure
2 show a grouping of properties which are over‐assessed.
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Figure 3: Parcels Shaded by Equalization Ratio

Disaster Recovery: From its inception a major focus of the Mosaic project has been for disaster
response and recovery. An aggregated land records system like Mosaic has many applications in
disaster recovery and response. The most essential function is the ability to identify properties
affected by the disaster, their attributes and their valuation information. Being able to export
this information in minutes to PDF or Excel disaster reports gives state agencies the ability to
rapidly determine maximum damage estimates, and various disaster scenario estimates before
undertaking time consuming field damage assessments. Being able to quickly determine likely
damage costs provides the ability to rapidly apply for federal disaster assistance and begin
reconstruction efforts as soon as possible.
Figure 4 below shows the path of a fictitious disaster on the map and the associated disaster
damage report which for a 1,114 parcel affected area can be generated in approximately two (2)
minutes start to finish. The resulting 140 page PDF damage report shown in Figure 5 (excerpt
from report) includes a listing of all affected properties, the total valuation of effected land,
buildings, and additional property features. In the interest of privacy some information has been
redacted for inclusion in this application.
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Figure 4: 1,114 Properties Selected in Fictitious Tornado Path

Figure 5: Disaster Damage Report
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3. Quantitative and Qualitative Impacts of the System
Quantitative Impacts: Because of the extensive data sharing efforts and the benefits to many
different groups within DRA and other state agencies providing an exhaustive list of quantitative
impacts is somewhat difficult. Therefore the department has compiled a list of global benefits
which have applied to many partner agencies and local governments.


Time Savings on Equalization: DRA was able to complete its equalization
duties 12% faster than with the old system after a 25% reduction in staff.
Quantification of time savings on municipal entities in equalization is harder to
quantify but many users have reported significant time savings over the old
system.



Reduced Paper in Equalization: All required reports are archived in the Mosaic
system and can be viewed or printed by DRA and Municipal users at any time.
This reduces the amount of paper that DRA needs to produce and mail to
municipalities and greatly reduces the amount of paper required to be kept on
file.



Significantly Reduced Travel Costs: DRA and partner state agencies no longer
have to travel to towns to abstract their parcel data manually. Each agency has
access to Mosaic tools allowing them to rapidly determine ownership,
valuation, land use, and structure information both through search and
interaction with the map. This has greatly reduced travel costs and each
partner agency.



Reduced Duplication of Effort: Prior to Mosaic various groups at regional
planning commissions, and state agencies had been attempting to compile
their own composite land record information with limited success. There was
very little coordination and almost no mechanisms for updating the data. Now
that Mosaic is in place all interested parties in state local and regional
government have access to it and there is little to no duplication of effort to
collect and assemble the composite layer. This has improved cohesion of data.



Improved Inventory of State Owned Land: As part of the ETL process within
Mosaic, algorithms are applied to identify state owned land and flag it for later
review. The identification of this land allows agencies to better manage their
real estate assets and is may result in surplus property being sold.

Qualitative Impacts: There are a number of qualitative impacts of Mosaic at DRA and partner
agencies. New data users and impacts are reported on a regular basis. The provided list is the
most significant impacts reported to date.
Version: Final
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Improved Property Owner Notification: Many agencies each for their own
purposes are required to contact property owners to inform them about
environmental issues, upcoming construction projects, or for economic surveys
etc. Mosaic allows partner agencies to rapidly generate mailing lists and labels
to comply with these requirements without traveling to the towns to abstract
the data and with it’s up to date information improves the quality of the
mailing lists used in these notifications creating greater transparency in
government and increasing citizen involvement.



Improved State Level Coordination & Interoperability: Mosaic provides a
complete coverage of land in New Hampshire and provides a basis for data
interoperability among disparate data sets. Other data may be merged with
Mosaic data to imbed the Mosaic system ID to cross correlate among agency
specific data sets.



Improved Verification of Sales Information in Equalization: Utilizing the parcel
map DRA equalization staff are able to verify municipally supplied sales
information including details about structures and if the sale was to owners of
abutting properties.



Improved Accuracy of Many Derivative Mapping Initiatives: Many other
agencies are using Mosaic as a basis for producing other agency specific map
layers. Using the Mosaic data as an underlay provides context and provides
significantly improved map products.



Improved Ability to Respond to Natural Disasters: Mosaic allows government
officials to rapidly generate damage reports to begin to quantify the effects of
the disaster and begin the process of applying for federal aid significantly
sooner.

5. Effect of the System on Productivity
Generally Mosaic has resulted in ready access to necessary land record data allowing state
officials to focus on higher level analytics and decision making rather than data abstraction
and compilation. The net effect is higher quality results in all affected business processes
and improved productivity resulting from improved business process and the ability to focus
on higher level analytics.
Disaster Recovery & Response: Having ready access to mosaic data allows personnel at the
Emergency Operations Center to quickly and accurately determine damage extent and
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magnitude directly enabling a focus on the field damage assessment with a vetted list of
potentially affected parcels from Mosaic.
DRA Equalization: The automated data streams and greatly optimized workflow with
Mosaic allows the equalization staff to complete their process 12% faster with a 25%
reduction in workforce.
DRA Tax Collections: Being able to verify property ownership and validate addresses has
improved quality and provided time savings in the statutory assigned duty to administer and
collect the states various taxes.
DRA Field Staff & Assessment Monitoring: Having access to complete record sets from all
taxing jurisdiction provides extreme time savings in terms of monitoring assessments.
Unique change detection tools built into Mosaic allow the department to quickly verify
when assessment updates are made and analyze proportionality of the update.
DOT Right of Way Division: Being able to rapidly assess property rights for new and existing
roadways has provided great time savings to the DOT right of way division.
DES Environmental Monitoring & Notification: Many different bureaus at DES utilize the
Mosaic system to generate mailing lists and to cross reference their many contaminate
databases. The ready access to the data allows them to focus on analysis rather than data
abstraction.
5. Other Impacts of the System
Ability to Geo‐Locate Based on Parcel Address: Many agencies have reported the use of Mosaic
to give spatial context to non‐georeferenced data by joining based on address or owner name.
This adding of spatial context to otherwise non‐spatial datasets provides an enormous amount
of value by enable all manner of geospatial processing and analysis previously not possible.
While not perfect this method of georeferencing is generally nearly 90% accurate.
Increased Local Interest in GIS Parcel Maps: Mosaic has highlighted the value of the locally
maintained land records data sets. By increasing the visibility of the data a renewed interest in
its quality and maintenance was seen at the local level. DRA receives numerous requests for
assistance in making neighborhood code maps more accurate and in resolving link errors
between CAMA and parcel records. The sharing pool has provided a useful view into other
municipality’s data which is providing great utility and time savings.
6. Changes to Business Practice and Service Delivery

Old Equalization: The previous property tax equalization system was developed in the late
1990’s and provided to DRA by a third party contractor. The system was fed with registry of
Version: Final
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deeds information that was manually abstracted by reading each deed and transcribing the
pertinent information into a database. CAMA data was supplied by some municipalities for data
matching while many executed the process on paper. Information was validated and processed
through and MS DOS based system. A screen shot of that system is shown in figure 6. The
system could only be operated with keyboard controls and required extensive training to
operate. DRA also used this system to validate transactions and run ratio studies. The system
provided no ability for DRA to view results until after they were printed. This resulted in a large
volume of wasted paper.

Figure 6: Legacy Equalization System

Mosaic Equalization: The Mosaic Equalization system was developed to increase efficiency at
the state and local level by leveraging electronic data streams and the most current web based
software technology. The system is fed with registry information on a regular interval via
automatic transfer. This eliminates the need for manual data abstraction. All municipal CAMA
data is fed to the system via the ETL processes that were developed for the GIS system. DRA
and municipal users can access the Mosaic Equalization system via a web browser to validate
information. The sales validation process was leaned into a basic three step process; select a
sale, match to CAMA, verify information/exclude records. This linear process is simple to
understand and requires minimal training. The third step in the validation process is shown in
figure 7. Users are now able to run ratio studies and view the results in seconds. DRA is able to
used advanced sales time trending to look at long term market patterns.
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Figure 7: Mosaic Equalization System – Municipal Data Entry

Old Disaster Assessment: After the tornado of 2008 DRA used the entire ten (10) person field
monitoring team for a period of two weeks to gather municipal data across seven (7)
municipalities and conduct field damage assessments using pen and paper.
Mosaic Disaster Assessment: Within minutes DRA can produce a damage report of maximum
damage based on GIS extents of the disaster. A vetted list of properties is divided among the
field staff and they go directly to the damage assessment stage using dynamic forms or Excel
spreadsheets on their laptops. The data can be imported into Mosaic to produce accurate
damage reporting in a fraction of the time.
Old Resident Notification: DOT and DES would previously send field staff members to town
offices to manually abstract project abutters, or other properties of interest. Staff members
would then document the mailing and situs address of the parcels of interest and return to the
home office to generate notifications.
Mosaic Resident Notification: DOT and DES users now have the ability to graphically select a
notification area and export ownership information directly to Excel or PDF. The reduction in
time and improvements to accuracy of data has proven to be significant.
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F. System Resources
1. Primary Hardware Components
The Mosaic system is comprised of an enterprise level deployment of geospatial, SQL, and .Net
application servers. Full development environments, and segmented production environments
are in place to ensure stable redundant performance for the nearly 600 of users across the
state. The Mosaic Production tier application servers utilize a variety of geospatial servers
including MapServer, Esri ArcGIS, and AutoCAD MapGuide. SQL and R Statistical software are
isolated on dedicated servers to improve web tier performance and allow easy tuning and
system resource allocation during peak data processing load times. The network architecture is
shown in figure 8.

Figure 8: Mosaic Server Architecture

2. Primary Software Components
ESRI ArcMap for Desktop Advanced: ArcMap for desktop is used for a number of geospatial
processes. ESRI model builder is used for automation of processing of individual parcel files
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including processing of AutoCAD map files. Additional ESRI models are used for the
standardization and compilation of individual files into a composite mosaic layer.
ESRI ArcGIS for Server: ArcGIS for server is deployed to provide ESRI compliant map services for
use in agencies ESRI based systems.
AutoDesk MapGuide Server: MapGuide is an open source map engine which is used for the
production web application to reduce licensing costs.
MapServer: MapServer is used for the production WMS layer which is password protected and
functional with all open source GIS software as well as ESRI ArcMap 9.3+. MapServer WMS
functionality supports many‐to‐one relationships (found in complex ownership situation such as
condos and boat slips) which is why it is used preferentially over ESRI ArcMap for Server, which
does not natively support many‐to‐one.
mPower Integrator: Integrator is a commercially available data integration, searching, and
reporting tool for GIS web applications. It allows deployment of web applications within minutes
of install and features the ability to connect disparate databases preserving many‐to‐one and
many‐to‐many relationships. It includes custom reporting and search modules including PDF
report and map printing functionality as well as buffering, network tracing, and custom form
building.
Adobe ColdFusion Server & Report Builder: Integrator requires ColdFusion for PDF reporting
and ColdFusion report builder allows administrators to develop professional PDF reports with
drag and drop functionality.
Custom .Net Equalization Applications: The mosaic equalization application (production) and
the mosaic budget application (development) are both custom .Net applications which are
integrated with Mosaic GIS data. Each includes custom reporting and interfaces.
235 Custom ETL Tools for CAMA Processing: A custom ETL tool was developed for each local
CAMA data set including error resolution, data cleansing, standardization, archive, and
metadata documentation. Separate processors provide functionality to convert local
conventions into statewide standards including land use and government ownership.
235 Custom ETL Tools for Map Processing: A custom ETL tool was developed for each local
Parcel Map data set. The tools include treatment of AutoCAD data, and various formats of GIS
data. These tools work in conjunction with the CAMA ETL processes to determine and document
link errors.
10 Custom ETL Tools for Registry Sales Data: A custom ETL tools was developed for each county
data set including; monitoring to ensure automated transmission of sales data for each business
day and error resolution for tax stamp‐deed matching.
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MySQL: mPower Integrator utilizes MySQL as its system database for storage of system
variables and user credentials and permissions.
SQL: CAMA database and Production equalization databases are stored in Production SQL
clusters.
3. System Data
An early decision in the Planning of Mosaic was to accept data in whatever digital format it
natively resided. The burden of standardization would like with the project, not with the
individual jurisdictions. In this way the burden imposed on the participating entities was
reduced significantly and the project timeline was shortened as there was no barrier to entry for
local jurisdictions. It was also determined that while high quality GIS data was encouraged the
project would determine methods to integrate whatever data was housed with the local
jurisdiction.
Parcel Maps: Parcel maps exist in a number of different formats in New Hampshire. The files are
updated annually and provided as current to April 1 of that that year. A brief discussion of the
different data formats is provided below.
GIS Formats Parcel data files are accepted in all common GIS formats, including shapefile,
personal geodatabase and AutoCAD Map 3D. These formats were standardized and
converted to file geodatabase with standard attributes.
Digital Non‐Georeferenced Maps: Non‐composite files were combined and then
georeferenced. Most often it was not practical to repair the geometry to the extent that
parcel polygons could be formed. Alternatively centroids were used to pin CAMA
information to a geographic location and parcel lines are displayed for reference.
Paper and Non‐Vector Digital Formats: In the case that paper, pdf, or illustrator files are the
native format of the parcel map the files are digitized if necessary and georeferenced. These
georeferenced images are used much as aerial imagery and display parcel numbers and
dimensions which can be cross referenced with the CAMA database.
CAMA Data: In New Hampshire the 235 taxing jurisdictions utilize 6 separate CAMA systems. It
should be noted that even if two taxing jurisdictions use the same CAMA database it does not
mean that their data is comparable as the systems are highly customizable. An ETL process was
developed for each data set which standardizes the data, develops a linking ID to connect it to
the parcel layer, and implements correctional algorithms to resolve link‐errors between CAMA
and Parcel data sets. The flow of CAMA and Map data is shown in figure 9 below.
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Figure 9: Parcel and CAMA data ETL Process

Deeds Data: Each of the ten (10) county registries of deeds transmits a list of grantors and
grantees and a separate list of tax stamps paid on a weekly basis. Through ten (10) separate ETL
processes the data is combined into a master transaction record (deed) which contains the
transfer date, tax stamp information, location information, and deed type. A child record is
created for each grantor and grantee. The workflow is detailed below in figure 10.

Figure 10: Deeds Information ETL Process

Transfer Documents: In New Hampshire each purchaser must file a PA‐34 form and a CD‐57‐P
tax return; each seller must file a CD‐57‐S tax return. Each form is linked to the transaction by
the book and page. The CD‐57 are primarily used in the administration of the real estate transfer
tax. The PA‐34 data and form image are displayed within Mosaic Equalization to provide
additional detail about the transaction for validation purposes. Paper forms are processed
through DRA’s high speed scanning technology.
The E‐file version of the Real Estate Transfer Tax Forms which will be released in 2014 contains a
Mosaic look up which will geo locate the returns before they are received at DRA by embedding
a Mosaic GIS ID. E‐filed forms will be processed through Adobe LiveCycle as shown in Figure 11
below.
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Figure 11: Real Estate Transfer Document Imaging and Processing

Other Data Streams: There are three (3) other data streams within the Mosaic Project which are
described below.
Municipal Validation Data: Through Mosaic each local taxing jurisdiction reviews and
verifies current and previous year assessments, sale price, waterfront/water access
designation, state land use code validation, current use valuation, special circumstances
and exclusion codes are all input and stored with the sales transaction data.
Municipal Sales Import: Functionality has been added to allow local jurisdictions to
export the sales validation data listed above directly from the CAMA system if it is
maintained there and import it into Mosaic without the need for duplicate data entry.
Municipal Sales Export: Functionality has been added to allow local users to complete
their sales validation within mosaic and download an export which can be loaded into
their CAMA system to eliminate duplicate data entry.
4. Staff Resources to Implement the System
A variety of resources were required to complete the development of the system and for the
continued maintenance and ongoing process of updating the data sources. A brief accounting of
the resources is presented below.
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DRA Leadership Team: Director and Assistant Director of Municipal and Property
Division were intimately involved in policy and decision making as well as marketing,
public outreach and administration.
DRA Equalization Staff: Equalization Supervisor and three (3) staff members complete
the equalization process by verifying and process all real estate transactions annually
and ensuring all sales information is complete and accurate.
DRA Field Monitors: Ten (10) field monitors assist in gathering parcel map and CAMA
data from their communities. They also provide instruction and support related to the
use of the Mosaic System.
T2 Leadership Team: Director of projects and operations at T2 provide project leadership
and architect Mosaic processes and custom software solutions.
T2 Software Development Team: Through the use of one (1) to two (2) software
engineers all custom software modules were developed.
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T2 Engineering Team: Anywhere from 1‐5 engineering staff members and interns have
been employed to process GIS data for inclusion into Mosaic Data set. This number
fluctuates with project needs.
3rd Party Vendor Penetration & Security Analysis: A third party contractor was hired to
conduct a security analysis and provide penetration testing on the Mosaic System. This
process involved two (2) consultants full time for two (2) weeks.

5. Unusual Resources Used to Develop the System

University Partnership: DRA was able to complete this project through a partnership with the
University of New Hampshire Technology Transfer Center (T2). T2 was able to leverage existing
relationships with municipalities and a combination of highly skilled professionals and student
interns resulting in a dynamic and effective project team.
Voluntary Data Submission Partnership: At the onset of the project DRA chose to request local
jurisdictions voluntarily submit copies of their parcel map and CAMA data even though the
department has the statutory authority to demand it. This resulted in an open and productive
dialogue with local data maintainers where they could voice their concerns about the project
and DRA could address them in a consistent manner. This non‐authoritarian approach has
created a community of data suppliers that are comfortable with the project and its goals and
are very willing to supply their data to the system.
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G. Appendix A: Testimonials
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